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A spirited young woman with a painful family secret.  A lonely but determined FBI agent with a crime to
solve.  Set amid the lush landscape of Lexington, Kentucky--serious horse country, and home to the famous
Keeneland Race Course--Hunter's Moon is the riveting new novel of romantic suspense from New York
Times bestselling author Karen Robards.

It's not as if Molly Ballard has ever had it easy.  At twenty-four, she's the sole support of her younger
brothers and sisters, struggling to make ends meet by grooming at a Kentucky stable.  So when FBI agent
Will Lyman, in town from Chicago to investigate a racehorse-fixing scheme, catches her stealing cash from
the stable, he's inclined to let her off with only a warning.  Then Will realizes that Molly's familiarity with
horses can help him nail the culprit he seeks.  There's only one catch:  She has to pose as his girlfriend to
ward off suspicion.

Molly is hardly thrilled by the scenario, but she's in no position to object. If she doesn't agree, Will can have
her arrested.  With the gravest of misgivings, she joins forces with him, gritting her teeth all the way.  Both
stubbornly try to resist the sparks that fly between them until they can no longer be resisted.

When the community is threatened by a bizarre series of animal mutilations, panic escalates along with the
bloodshed.  Molly and Will are as frightened as everyone else, but it's not until the terror threatens to strike
all too close to home that they realize the truth: Playing at love--even for the best of reasons--can be
dangerous.

Once again Karen Robards has given us a dramatic thriller that is also a tender love story -- a novel of
romantic longing, abiding family loyalty, and suppressed desire that will break your heart and convince you
of the transforming power of love.
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From reader reviews:

Marla Mestas:

Book is actually written, printed, or created for everything. You can recognize everything you want by a
guide. Book has a different type. As you may know that book is important point to bring us around the
world. Close to that you can your reading skill was fluently. A book Hunter's Moon will make you to
become smarter. You can feel considerably more confidence if you can know about almost everything. But
some of you think in which open or reading a book make you bored. It isn't make you fun. Why they are
often thought like that? Have you in search of best book or suitable book with you?

Janice Perry:

The reserve untitled Hunter's Moon is the guide that recommended to you to study. You can see the quality
of the book content that will be shown to anyone. The language that writer use to explained their way of
doing something is easily to understand. The author was did a lot of analysis when write the book, and so the
information that they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also will get the e-book of Hunter's Moon
from the publisher to make you much more enjoy free time.

Paul Frazier:

A lot of reserve has printed but it is unique. You can get it by world wide web on social media. You can
choose the top book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is named of
book Hunter's Moon. You can add your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it might add
your knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about
reserve. It can bring you from one destination to other place.

Shirley Hinkle:

Guide is one of source of knowledge. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but also
native or citizen will need book to know the revise information of year to be able to year. As we know those
books have many advantages. Beside we all add our knowledge, can also bring us to around the world. With
the book Hunter's Moon we can consider more advantage. Don't you to definitely be creative people? For
being creative person must prefer to read a book. Just choose the best book that acceptable with your aim.
Don't possibly be doubt to change your life with that book Hunter's Moon. You can more pleasing than now.
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